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Abstract 
  
The main focus to make an understanding on a climate system is that it comprises 
with many compartments such as cryosphere, biosphere, atmosphere, land and ocean and 
all these compartments are interacted on each other and stimulates and drives the system 
by solar energy. The climate change condition express itself by increased air temperature 
and its impact on soil (agriculture and forest), hydrology and human beings. The main 
focus is the soil dynamic system and the basic knowledge of soil and water dynamic in 
soil and the interaction between the soil system, climate and hydrology by using the soil 
plant atmosphere model to show how the system work as a simulation. 
The soil water model simulates the dynamic of water flow through a plant canopy 
and soil profile, infiltration and rainfall interception in the soil and evaporation and the 
speed of drainage of water from the plant canopy.  
The daisy model is able to treat an absolute number of soil profiles or soil layers 
specially soil dept and soil types. The daisy model output gives the result relating to soil 
dynamic systems as water flow.  
1.    The water dynamic flow above the ground  
2.    The water dynamic flow below the ground  
All the results compares base on real temperature record and estimates 
temperature in the future with recently found results and future results calculated by the 
daisy model. 
About our finding we divide them into 4 parts, which are finding for individual 
area, finding for yearly and monthly comparison between present and future, finding for 
comparison between different soil areas. We can see how climate change interacts with a 
whole system on water cycle and special on soil water dynamic system by due with soil 
properties and lead to another influence. Then the soil itself release the effect from the 
affection ( increase the releasing CO2 ) back to the climate. 
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1. Introduction 
The most important and popular issue about our Earth today is climate changes 
which causes the global warming. The overall state of climate is determined by the 
amount of energy stored by the climate system, and the balance between energy the earth 
receives from the sun and the energy which the Earth releases back to space. This balance 
is called global energy balance. The climate change emerges when the global energy 
balance is damaged. 
The causes of climate change can effect the Earth’s orbit around the sun, changes 
in the amount of energy coming from the sun, changes in ocean circulation or changes in 
the composition of the atmosphere, natural ecosystem, human health, economy, and the 
society. 
One of the major causes of climate change is human burnt fossil fuels such as coal, 
oil and natural gas, gasoline, and diesel fuel which release the greenhouse gases such as 
CO2, NOx and etc. 
The Earth’s surface has warmed up on an average of about 0.5oC for the last 100 
years. During this period, the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has 
increased as well as the land use change supplying food for mankind.  
According to scientist and the daisy model we have done we can see that the 
temperature will go on to increase because most green house gasses remain in the 
atmosphere for a long period of time. Even if emissions from human activities were to 
stop immediately effects of accumulated past emissions would persist for centuries.  
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1.1 Problem formulation 
How does climate change, and soil texture variability corresponds to soil water dynamic 
system of RUC’s agricultural field? 
  
 
1.2 Sub-questions 
 
• What is global climate system? 
• How does climate change produce? 
• How are the interaction between all the components in climate system relate to 
soil water dynamic system? 
• How does the climate change react on soil water dynamic system? 
• Do the model we use and the result we get reliable enough?  
• Do we have another model that suit better than the model we use? 
• Can we use the model to predict or possible seeing the future? 
 
1.3 Target 
 
To educate ourselves and our peer about climate and the impact from climate change to 
environment, climate system and human may lead to make a vision to see how the 
connection between all the system and what we can do to make good condition for all the 
life and non life system in the future. 
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2. Soil and Environment  
 
 
2.1 Global climate system 
 
The global climate system is the balancing between the input and output of 
radiation energy to the system for running the system and the co-components as 
atmosphere, ocean, ice sheet (cryosphere), biosphere and soil (land). [1,2,3,4] 
 
 
 
 
                                    http://www.nap.edu/books/0309095069/html/12.html 
 
 
 
The figure above shows all components of climate system as the atmosphere, 
oceans, land, and cryosphere. Important state variables for each sphere of the climate 
system are listed in the boxes. For the purposes of this report, the Sun, volcanic emissions, 
and human-caused emissions of greenhouse gases and changes to the land surface are 
considered external to the climate system. 
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http://www.yptenc.org.uk/docs/factsheets/env_facts/env_images/weather_system.gif 
 
 
The air and the ocean circulation are different year by year because of the heat 
above surface is changing. The result as the wind speed from this interaction [5,7]   that can 
give explanation ;the air moves along high pressure condition to lower pressure. More 
over, the movement of the air is influenced by the motion of the Earth and more factors 
on other forces. The air and ocean dynamic will directly impact on water and soil water 
cycle. And it will give different factor influence to the water system. 
                                               
 
                    
2.2 Soil water dynamic system impacted by climate change 
 
Climate change focuses on ecosystem, hydrology, and water resources. In our 
project we would like to bring the topic related to our report, the impact of climate 
change on hydrology and water resources. The impact of climate change to hydrological 
system will depend on baseline of water condition supply system and ability of water 
resources that can due with the population growth. [8] 
 
         Climate change is one of the environmental problems show the result of the 
impacted climate by long term of the weather. It also influences the changing of the 
global gases. [9,10] 
  
The one small point of climate change for the long time will connect with the net 
climate on that area and it can bring further damage to the bigger part of system. [10] 
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http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/Fig.A2_lrg.gif 
 
 
 
The figure above shows the global temperature change from 1861 to 1991 year so 
we can see the temperature is rising up. 
In many data resources always tell us the rate on changing of global climate 
change is increasing every year. The source is linking from the human activity impacted 
on green house gases and makes the temperature increase and impacts all net components 
in global climate system. [11] 
The influence of climate change:  
 
• Agriculture; climate change will influence on the balancing of food product 
and it will infect the season expand for the crop growth moreover it will 
influence the irrigation demands. 
• Forest, the forest population and the incident of fire-forest 
• Hydrology, climate change will impact the chain of system make it become 
imbalance  
• Human health; the climate change will impact the global components as 
hydrology, forests, agriculture and else in the system, and these can effect the 
human health both physical and psychological. [12] 
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 The imbalance of water cycle cause by increasing air temperature, and it makes 
the crops more reactivity to climate change. The regular enhancement of transpiration 
elevated CO2 that effect on water-use or make more irrigation demanding. Over rainfall 
will increase soil erosion, and after the soil erosion, the organic matter in the soil will be 
reduce. [11.12] 
 There are some indicatation exists that implies the disadvantage of temperature 
will be some how compensated under the situation of Erurope conditon by the positive 
loop of the carbon fertilizer and the mineralization rate which depends on the temperature. 
The mineralization rate of clay and sand soil is much more larger than that for loam, so 
as the rainfall increases the fertilizer increases in the saturated places. [12] 
 Our group focus on one specific component from climate system. As the land that 
comprise with temperature, soil from the Soil hold a biggest amount of carbon in world’s 
carbon[13] ,it’s releasing carbon depend on climate as the temperature. It will contribute 
carbon to atmosphere and stimulate the reaction by greater temperature from this 
connection. Carbon in soil transfer to atmosphere as carbon dioxide (gas) more and more 
that means atmosphere will get too much carbon dioxide. [14,15] 
The questions about how climate change impact on soil and the explanation for 
this question is, when the temperature rise-up it will make the microbial stay in soil and 
increase their reaction and activation. Then, it will make the rate of releasing carbon more 
rapidly. Thus, climate change will disturb the sphere in the system such as, evaporation, 
rain fall, soil and soil moisture storage (soil water content). 
Next step change in temperature and rain fall will destroy the physical of soil 
structure for example, the quantity of soil organisms, ability to holding water of soil, 
stability, nutrient balancing and organic matter. [16,17] 
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2.3 Hydrology 
 
The most important source in the world is the water that covers 70% of the earth’s 
surface. Water bodies with the biggest percents are the oceans, seas, rivers and lakes and 
ground water is renewable used for drinking and soil water. World’s the biggest volume 
of water is in oceans and seas with 97.2% and fresh water is 2.8%, ground water is 0.6 
and soil water is less than 0.1% of the total earth’s water. 
 
                        
   
              Rattan Lal and Manoj K Shukla. Scanned Principle of Soil Physics , Marcel Dekker, 
Inc.2004. p.256 
  
From the figure above we can see how much the amount of water contain in the 
world system. To understand how the water behavior in system and what factors 
influence behavior of water so we need to know basic structure, property and factors. 
Water (H2O) molecule is consists of 2 atoms of hydrogen (H2) and 1 atom of 
oxygen (O) and they are joined together through hydrogen bonding. 
Water has very high boiling point (100 degrees Celsius) a very high melting point, 
freezing point at 0 degrees Celsius and low density in liquid phase. The liquid water 
molecules are freer to move and that’s why they have greater internal energy. When the 
water changes phase from liquid to solid about 80 calories of heat energy per gram is 
released. Then the entropy is higher in liquid form than the solid form. 
      To change phase from liquid to vapor phase the water needs to absorbed about 
590 calories of heat energy per gram, therefore the entropy in vapor phase is greater than 
the liquid phase.  
         The change of phase from liquid to vapor is related to the kinetic theory. The 
molecules move past one another in a different speed. Molecules in the upper region of 
the water with high speed can leave the liquid and fall back but the others with a critical 
speed can leave without falling back again. 
          The total pool of soil-water is estimated at about 67,000 Km3 but it is often change 
in the soil-water pool.  
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The hydrology is the distribution, movement and properties on the water of the 
Earth. The water cycling in the natural environment related with 
 
• the process which physical, chemical and biological those influence the cycle directly 
• the water transfer to all the components of global system both on storage water 
quantities and residence times. 
 
The Earth’s water cycle or hydrological influenced by meteorology, climatology, 
oceanology, graciology and their own specific domains as atmosphere, ocean sand, the 
ice mass, etc of Earth at the same time. The exchanging of water between all these 
separate compartments is driven by solar energy. [2] 
 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Water_cycle.png 
 
 The figure above gives the vision on; how the water behavior in system and one 
main driver of all the components in this system is the solar energy, more over, we can 
see direction of all components flow. Further more and explanation on hydrology system 
from the topic below. 
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2.4 Hydrological system 
 
 Hydrological system contains with the big two parts which the water above the 
surface and water below the surface. 
 
 
 
 
Warren ViessmanJr and Garry L. Lewis.Introduction to hydrology 5th edition Parsons Engineering 
Science, Pearson education, Inc.2003 p.3 
 
The hydrological system contained by six major components as; precipitation(P), 
infiltration(I), evaporation(E), transpiration(T),surface runoff(R) and ground water 
flow(G). [4] 
Some of precipitation evaporates before reaching the earth and remains in 
atmosphere as evaporation of water. Plants absorb infiltrated water and groundwater and 
return a part of it to the atmosphere through their leaves, we called this process 
transpiration. Some infiltrated water become surface water and other parts may become 
groundwater flow.  
Groundwater may discharge into streams or may emerge as springs. When the 
storage of interception and depression provides that the rainy rate has exceeds the 
infiltration, the surface run off happen. Surface water and groundwater also flow into 
ocean, and water from ocean and lakes evaporates into atmosphere again. The magnitude 
and duration of a precipitation event determine the relative importance of each 
component of the hydrologic cycle during that event.  
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Warren ViessmanJr and Garry L. Lewis.Introduction to hydrology 5th edition Parsons Engineering Science, 
Pearson education, Inc.2003 p.3 
 
 
The figure above shows the distribution of precipitation input. It is showen how the 
water is cycled after the precipitation step by step from precipitation till channel input.  
 
Soil and Rock are subjected to the dissolving processes of water. The ground water 
cycle deal with soil and rock properties, and water quality. 
 
 
http://www.liverpool.k12.ny.us/standards/lstandards/curriculum/sci/g3sci/soillayers.html 
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The water stored in the soil vadose zone (the top of soil surface to ground water 
table from the figure is horizon 0, A and B) and they holding water by thin film around 
soil grains. The thickness of vadose zone difference from meter or less tropical regions, 
depend on climate, soil texture, and vegetation. [5,6] 
 
 
2.5 Hydrological budget 
 
 Hydrological budget is the account inflow, outflow and storage of water between 
the earth surface and atmosphere. [3]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/hyd/bdgt.rxml 
 
The figure above shows the three parts of the hydrological budget as: 
 
1. Atmosphere  
2. Land  
3. Ocean 
 
And can see the interaction between each part, and the amount of water contain in 
each part.  
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The water flow in and out and storage can give the expression by equation below.  
The modeling can be given by the fundamental equation of hydrology as; 
Assume the symbols in model below are 
 
P = precipitation 
R = surface runoff 
E = evaporation 
∆ s = the changing of storage 
G = ground water flow 
 T = transpiration 
 Et  =  evaportranspiration 
 
    P-R-E-T = ∆S (the changing in storage)………………………………1 
 
The first equation above is the fundamental of hydrologic budget. The equation 
can be separated for underground flow model as; 
 
I +G1-G2-Rg-Eg-Tg=∆Sg……………………………………….............2 
 
And the surface flow equation the hydrologic budget can be giving as; 
 
P+R1-R2+Rg-Es-Ts-I= ∆Ss………………………………………..........3 
 
So it can be sum up the equation 2 and 3 together and then get;  
 
P-(R2-R1)-(Es+Eg)-(Ts+Tg)-(G2-G1) =∆ (Ss+Sg).................................4 
 
The product in parentheses can sum up together and get the result 0 and delta S in 
average condition can be assumed as 0 so this equation lead to the fundamental 
hydrologic equation that can writing as:  
 
P-R-E-T = ∆S 
 
From this equation above, can be assumed that ∆S = 0 and get balancing of the 
water system. 
 
 
This is the basis for all hydrological modeling that can be used but it is not always 
possible easily done because of sometimes data are lacking on the variables of concern 
and the data may not be in the right form for the use anticipated. 
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2.6 Soil biology and physics 
 
Soil is the first layer of earth and it supports all terrestrial life. Most living things 
on earth are directly or indirectly derived from soil. Pedosphere is the open soil system 
which involves transfer of matter and energy between soil and the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, biosphere, and lithosphere. 
The most important function of soils are: 
• Sustaining biomass production for necessities of a growing population, 
• Providing habitat for biota and seed-bank for biodiversity, 
• Creating mechanism for biomass transformation and elemental cycling, 
• Moderating quality of air and water resources, waste treatment and 
remediation, 
• Supporting as a source of raw material for industrial uses, and engineering 
design as foundation for civil structures, 
• Preserving archeological, geological, and astronomical records, 
• Maintaining aesthetical values of the landscape and ecosystem, and preserving 
cultural heritage. 
To perform all these functions depends on the soil capacity and on its quality. Soil 
quality plays an important role in carbon cycle and affects agronomic productivity 
through strong influences on plant growth. [1] 
 
 
2.7 Soil Physics 
 
Soil physics deal with study of soil physical properties (soil texture, structure, 
water retention, etc.) and processes (aeration, diffusion, etc.) including prediction and 
measurement under natural and managed ecosystems. It deals with the forms, 
interrelations, and changes in soil components and multiple phases. The components are 
mineral matter, organic matter, liquid, and air and the phases are solid, solution and gas. [1] 
Soil is like a natural filter that buffers and filters pollutants from the environment 
it also deactivates, denatures and chemicals. The natural purification functions of soil are 
important to managing and moderating the quality of water resources and air. Soil 
physical properties and processes influence the greenhouse effect through their control on 
emission of radiatively-active gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, and NOx). [1, 2, 3]  
 
 
To understand the water behavior on soil we need to know about soil components; 
most soils are consists of four components such as; 
1. Inorganic solids (mineral matter) which are primary and secondary minerals 
derived from the parent material.  
2. Organic matter organic solids are derived from plants and animals  
3. Water  (liquid) consists of a dilute aqueous solution of organic and inorganic 
compounds 
4. Air; major gases nitrogen, oxygen and trace gases include carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide and etc [1, 10] which are primary and secondary minerals 
derived from the parent material, organic solids are derived from plants and 
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animals, and gaseous component (air) includes some major gases nitrogen and 
oxygen and trace gases include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and etc. 
 
Under optimal conditions for growth of upland plants, about 50% of the soil’s 
total volume is consists of organic and inorganic components, and air and water 
components each of them constitute 25% but for aquatic plants it’s different. After the 
rain fall the pores are filed with water and the soil is saturated. When it’s dry the pores 
are filled with air or gases. [1, 2, 3] 
  
 
 
 
            Rattan Lal and Manoj K Shukla. Scanned Principle of Soil Physics , Marcel Dekker, Inc.2004. p.19 
 
The figure above shows the property of soil physics comprise with 4 components 
and three phases and the interaction among all components. And other factors below due 
the soil with property of itself are soil density. The density is the ratio mass/volume, in 
the soil the way to give the express of density can be given by 4 ways; 
 
• Particle density is the true density giving as mass of solid divided by volume 
• Bulk density is called apparent density and we can define as wet that include  the 
mass of water and dry which is without water 
• Relative density or specific gravity is the relationship between particle density of 
soil to that of the water 
• Dry specific volume is the ratio between bulk density and mass of the soil 
 
Soil physical properties important to agricultural sustainability are texture, 
structure, water retention and transmission, heat capacity and thermal conductivity, soil 
strength, and etc. These are the most important properties that effect the plant growth. 
 The soil property is something about soil pore that gives the due on water, air and 
energy flow in soil. 
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Soil moisture content; the water content in soil show as the term of soil moisture 
and it is not free water in the soil because it will due with gravity, liquid property, degree 
of saturation. 
 
Inorganic component the most comprise material in the soil (more than 95 
percent). This inorganic material will give the different property of  soil, type of soil that 
depend on size, shape contain inorganic components that can express as soil texture will 
due with  behavior of water, air, and quality of soil. [1]  
 
           The process of water entry into the soil is called infiltration. The volume and rate 
infiltration of water in soil affects the aeration, nutrient and, and soil temperature. 
At the beginning of infiltration, the infiltration rate is maximal and by the time the 
infiltration is decreased because the soil becomes saturated and the infiltration decreases 
as the infiltration decrease the runoff increases. [1, 4, 6]   
  
 
2.8 Soil Quality Indicators 
 
      The quality of the soil depends on its indicators which are usually classified as 
physical, chemical, and biological. The physical indicators include soil texture, depths of 
soil, top soil and rooting, bulk density, infiltration rate, and water retention characteristics. 
 
      The chemical indicators are organic C and N, pH, electrical conductivity, and 
extractable N, P and K. 
 
       The biological indicators include microbial biomass C and N content, potentially 
mineralizable N, soil respiration, water content, and soil temperature .[7,8]   
 
      In our report we are concentrated on soil water because it can help us to answer our 
question, so we are going to focus on soil water content. The amount of water in soil is 
one of the most important contents that can effects nearly all the contents in the soil. 
 
      Soil water content can be expressed in two ways; 
 
1. Volumetric water content: volume of water per unit volume of soil; 
[9]
 
 
 
2. Gravimetric water content: mass of water per unit mass of dry soil; 
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[9]
 
 
 
The water content has different expression in variable soil zone and to understand 
the zones of soil we need to know about soil profile that is the cross section of soil to 
make easy to see soil layers. 
 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Vadose_zone.gif 
The figure above shows the two zones of soil that contain with; 
1. The vadose zone or unsaturated zone is the zone between surface and ground 
water table. This zone will contain the water moisture. The water flow in this zone 
is more commonly prevailing condition in the field than saturated zone flow.  
2. Saturated zone or the phreatic zone is located on under the rock that below where 
the water table is.  
The water flow in this two zone are express by Darcy’s law and give more 
explanation by Richard’s equation that relate to daisy model to give more explanation 
and detail and law for water flow. 
 
 
 
 
2.9 Soil Texture 
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 The inorganic components are consists of two types of soil particles called 
primary and secondary. Primary particles are discrete units that can’t be subdivided. 
Secondary particles can be separated into it’s separates by chemical or mechanical 
processes. The sizes of the particles are important soil physical property because it effects, 
total porosity, pore size, and surface area. 
 
     Depending on the size distribution the primary size particles are usually divided 
into three classes:  
 
Sand particles which are the largest, between 2 and 0,05 mm in diameter are 
components that forms the skeleton of the soil body and it can be subdivided into coarse, 
medium, and fine fractions. 
 
     Silt with diameter between 0,05 and 0,002 mm also forms the skeleton of soil and 
it’s properties are similar to sand’s but it approaches more to clay. 
 
And clay particles are smaller than 0,002 mm which is fine fraction. Because of 
its fine size, the clay fraction is colloidal, highly reactive, has large surface area, and 
charge density. The clay particles comprise a group of clay minerals and also contain iron 
oxide fine particles, aluminum oxide, calcium carbonate and other salts. [1, 2, 3]  The 
particles with size bigger then 2 mm are considered as nonsoil fraction. 
  
There are many different systems that are used for classifying the different size 
classes but the most used ones are U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the 
International Society of Soil Science (ISSS).[1, 2, 3, 5]  
        
The percentage of each small particle size is used to determine the texture class by 
using the soil texture triangle. (see appendix in page 79 and 80) 
 
The water infiltration rate is different in these three types of soils. The water 
infiltration rate in sand is high, in silt moderate and in clay it’s low so the less infiltration 
the more runoff will be in the surface of soil. [5,6] 
  
 
                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Soil System Model (Daisy) 
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3.1 Modelling concept 
 
The modelling concept is the system, modelling and simulation that can be 
expressed by modelling. We can say that system is the reality that comprise with the 
relationship of elements. The model is the easy way to give the presentation the system as 
the time-need that we need to use simulation.  
 
Hansen, Søren; Henry E. Jensen, Niels Erik Nielsen og Henrik Svendsen (1990); DAISY – 
Soil Plant Atmosphere System Model, pg 18 
The figure above shows the connection between model and phenomenon.  
To go further on understanding daisy model one thing we need to know that is 
mathematical model that based knowledge to understand daisy model better. 
Mathematical modelling is the model that creates the support explanation about system to 
give clearer understanding of phenomenon.  
The way to create the model to fit the phenomenon, get trough the problem and 
get the most preside answer we can say that has basic step to follow is as:  
1. We must know what is our problem that we need the answer on it for 
example on our project the problem is the soil water dynamic and 
climate so after we got the problem we able to draw diagrams. 
2. This step we do like to make a simple model.  
3. This step we must be able to tell what is important variable and 
constants and must know the relationship between them. 
4. Develop equation(s) that can give the expression of variables and 
constants. 
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After those 4 basic steps we will get the best fit for use to explain phenomenon or 
find the way to improve the model in further. 
 
We represent the simulation soil water dynamic, crop production and nitrogen 
dynamics those depend on the different way of agriculture managing practices and 
strategies and future. Daisy is the model that shows the flow of C and N in soil plant 
system which first order as dynamic and changing. [3] 
  
Daisy is the empirical model to represent the system by showing the result as the 
numerous and it must be feed by data about soil, soil management, and the climate in 
order to get to imitation of conditions we need from data input to output result. 
 
The structure of daisy or the way to run simulation, model need feed by;  
 
Weather data; the model need to know weather data such as global radiation, air 
temperature, precipitation, ground water table and the potential of evapotranspiration 
further data will be specific data as vapor pressure and wind speed and all these data at a 
daily or hourly timescale. 
                                      
Bioclimate; the connection between soil surface and vegetation module that distribute by 
the radiation and rain. The part will relate with how the weather input will influence the 
crop on the field. 
 
Horizons; these data called soil profile. We will put any kinds of parameter on model to 
respect model to give output as the result. The parameters require to feed in model are 
soil texture, root depth (maximum rate), c/n radiation, the density of dry, hydrologic 
properties of the soil and the amount of humus content. But we can just skip some of 
parameters input by using the different function to calculation. 
 
Management information; the agricultural management is will comprise with processes 
as soil tillage, sowing or planting, time to give fertilizer, irrigation, harvest and crop 
rotation. 
        And we will get the result as the table output. Using the model to predict we can 
input old data number from different years that can make us run the simulation and use 
the sequence year and not use the average and put extremely weather data in some years. 
[1]
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www.elseviser.com/locaate/envsoft 
 
 
The figure above show the daisy model system that comprise with thee 
compartments as; 
  
1. driving variables 
2. simulation model 
3. simulation results 
 
The compartments of daisy model contain with soil water model, soil temperature 
model, soil organic model, soil mineral nitrogen model, crop model, system management 
model and integrated model.  
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www.elseviser.com/locaate/envsoft 
 
The figure above shows the hydrological component of daisy model interrelate 
between all compartments in system as; 
 
• Interception by nocopy that depend on the area of leaf (crop) 
• Pond and infiltration  
• Soil evaporation, it will take place if potential evapotranspiration can not 
fulfill by evaporation from surface water 
• Soil water dynamic depend on the gravity so the movement of water in 
soil perpendicular to horizon line, this expression can give by equation and 
it is very important part of daisy Richard’s equation. 
 
 
Rechard’s equation 
 
 
Hansen, Søren; Henry E. Jensen, Niels Erik Nielsen og Henrik Svendsen (1990); DAISY – 
Soil Plant Atmosphere System Model, pg 45 
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Richard equation combine with three equations as the flow of water in the 
unsaturated zone, the hydraulic potential is assumed to be consisted of gravitational 
potential and pressure potential, and the conservation of matter in one dimension. 
 
• Transpiration can determinate by root uptake or plant storage 
The figure below shows a compartment as the snow pack. This compartment is 
the sub-percolation and it depend on air temperature and ground heat flux will 
simulate by soil temperature. Snow pack compartment will use when snow 
appears. 
 
 
www.elseviser.com/locaate/envsoft 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Daisy as a soft ware design 
 
 
  
http://www.dina.kvl.dk/~daisy/em+s-art/node2.html 
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The figure from previous page represents the running of daisy simulation. And it 
contains two parts for example; parsing or translating input and simulating then it will be 
given as output file. 
  
 
 
 
 
http://www.dina.kvl.dk/~daisy/em+s-art/node11.html#secstatic 
 
 The figure above represents the parts of column in daisy model that can be seen in 
each big part containing small components. 
 
The most complex in Daisy is the crop model, but its interaction in the model isn’t 
that complex. We used the crop model to give output; the amount of water and nitrogen 
to derive from soil.  
Bioclimate is the receiving from the weather model between the different of crops 
and soil. The inputs are global radiation, potential evaportranspiration and precipitation. 
Water and heat; soil water component is the transport and storage of water and 
soil heat component is the temperature in the soil layer.  
Ammonium and Nitrate; Ammonium is no transport (the fastest reduce) and the 
Nitrate is almost about leaching. 
Organic Matter and Mineralization; which organic storage and recently adding 
organic matter. And the mineralization is biomass make reaction on one pool and transfer 
energy to another pool as CO2. 
Surface and ground water; the ground water and surface components supply by 
their border conditions for all the transport process, 1.ground water in free draining 2. 
ground water in fix lavel 3. ground water that able to read from file. 
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4. Methods 
 
The methodology to reach the answer for ending up our project is to reading the 
text book, literature, scientific papers and websites to find out the preside, relevant theory, 
do some experiment and use daisy modelling to translate the result. The first step we 
discuss and design what material we should use and design. Next, we select several 
models and theory to prove the assumption carefully and make experiments to prove and 
absorb theory. Then we make a short cut of field work design. 
4.1 Field work 
 
• design procedure of our field work 
• prepare the equipment  
• Choose the area to collect the sample for an experiment we chose RUC 
agriculture field make the map to take the soil samples. 
• collect the sample and note the basis results 
 
Firstly, we get an overview of the field from a high point and walk through it. The 
case area we choose is a cropland, there are some green plants growing on the field. The 
shape of the area is square and it has area around more than 200 meter width and more 
than 300 meter length.  
From a far place to view it, the field is so planed and the color of its soil is almost 
black. If we walk through it, we can find the surface isn’t very plane, because somewhere 
is a little concave and somewhere is convex. We also find the color of soil is not black, 
which is almost dark brown and the soil is very soft on the surface.  
The green plants are so low and sparse that we can easily touch the soil and work 
on it. So now we can plan to start working, we used our tools which are auger and little 
spade to drill 3 holes on the field, these holes are distributed everywhere on the field, 
except the boundary area, and they are apart from each other far away. When we drill 
each hole, we have three different depths to research, which are 25cm, 50cm and 75cm, 
and we record the characters of soil for every depth.  
On that working day, we only drilled three holes and get some soil for out 
laboratory analysis, whose depth we choose are from 0cm to 25 cm, 25-50 cm, 50-75 cm. 
For each depth, we used auger to drill and took it out, and then used the little spade to get 
the soil from the auger, finally put the sample to paper bag.  
We made a sketch of the area to record the subdivisions and characteristic 
elements, when we researched every hole. And at the end of our field work we got the 
samples to bring them to lab and go on investigate to find out more information on it. 
 
By the field work we do;  
1. Make the map and selecting and defining by named the area A, B, and C to collect 
the soils samples. 
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2. Collected the soil by digging from the field and collecting by separating in three 
name areas and plus three different depths from the soil (the samples are shown 
on the table below). 
          
A          B      C 
A     0-25 cm B      0-25 cm C    0-25 
A   25-50 cm B    25-50 cm C  25-50 
A   50-75 cm B    50-75 cm C  50-75 
 
    
 
4.2 Laboratory work 
 
After we got the samples from the field work, we went on by bringing our 
samples trough the next process that is working on laboratory. For the first step, the 
laboratory assistance (Lone) gave us the lab procedure and due with the plan that took us 
4 days on lab to get the result beneath to use on daisy model program on computer.  
After that we discussed on our plan to work on 4 days-laboratory work. But we 
needed to prepare our samples to get ready for laboratory. We call this step as the first 
process. 
 
 First process 
 
1. prepare the equipment for the laboratory  
- paper 
- sieve 2 mm 
- scale ( miligrame) 
- spoon 
- cup and lid 
- marker 
- motor  
- ruler 
2. crush the soil samples until it can get trough the sieve 2 mm 
3. select the soil particle size by let it get trough the sieve 2 mm 
4. throw the particles bigger than 2 mm 
5. put the soil in the cup and write the name area and depth 
re-do the process number 2-5 to all the soils samples 
 
From the first process results are shown in appendix 1. 
        
After that, we took the soil samples that by the particles size less than 2 mm to the 
second process. 
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The second process 
 
We divide work for 4 days: 
 
First day for the experiment, we took 50g soil from each sample (totally 9 
samples), and put them into different little plastic boxes with 40 ml 0.1 mol 
Na4P2O7.10H2O (sodium pyrro phosphate) for each. And then add water to almost fill 
the box. Finally, we put the lid on and shack them by machine for at least 1 night. We do 
this process in order to separate particles from each other, because some soil particles 
might join together. 
 
Second day, we pour every sample which we dealt with in first day into different 
big test-tubes (more than 1000cc). And then we add water to fill up these tubes. After that, 
we put them into a big water-tank with 23°C degree and use a long tool to mix up and 
down inside each tube so that the sample can be dissolved evenly into the water and for 
the mixing each time it need maximum 1 minute.  
 
After the mixing process, we can measure how many different kinds of the 
particles in the water. After 4 minutes and 8 minutes, we need to measure the weight of 
the particle which are silt for each of the two times by using a tool named ‘‘Soil 
hydrometer’’. So we can use the two data to find how much silt particles in the soil 
samples by using a table. And then we do the same process to find the weight of the clay 
particles after 2 hours/16 hours. 
 
Third day, we pour out each of the samples with water from the tube through a 
sieve (63µm). And the soil remain in the sieve are almost sand, but with some water. So 
we collected them into some bowls and put them into an oven which can keep 
temperature 105 for 1 night in order to make the water evaporate and dry the soil. 
 
Fourth day, we have got the dry sand from the oven, so now we can measure the 
weight of the sand particles. But first of all, we need to separate the sand into 4 parts 
through 4 sieves which are 500µm, 200µm, 125µm, 63µm shaking by machine overnight. 
And then, we can use an electronic-weight measuring to measure the weight of four parts 
for each sample. 
The results are shown in appendix 2. 
 
So we bring the result from column 4 min and 8 min minus by blind number( in 
our case we got the same blind number) after that we took them to use hydrometer 
reading-table to compare on the table below and redo the same on the result from the 
column 2 hours and 16 hours.  
 
The hydrometer reading table is shown in appendix 3 and 4. 
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First of all we use the hydrometer reading-table with 4 min and 8 min is for 
calculating both clay and silt and the second table with 2 hours and 16 hours is only for 
calculating clay content. 
      To calculate first we need to know the results from the hydrometer analyses and 
have one ruler. 
      First the results from 4 min are taken and the one end of the ruler is put on the 
hydrometer table on the result of 4 min and the other end of the ruler is put on the 8 min. 
result, and then we just sign the temperature line where ruler crosses to make it easy to 
turn the ruler parallel with the other lines without moving the ruler from it’s place where 
it was signed. When the ruler is parallel we just see in which line is the ruler parallel 
that’s the result we get for clay and silt and we do this for every result one by one. 
      The second hydrometer reading-table is the same but it only shows the clay 
content. So when we get the results from both tables we just subtract the clay content 
from the first table and only the silt is left so the clay and silt contents are known and the 
only thing is left to convert the results to percent. 
 
 
The particles content result 
 
The sample number 4/8 min (%) 
Clay + silt 
2/16 hours (%) 
clay 
A   0-25 16.5 33 10 20 
A 25-50 19 32 11.5 23 
A 50-75 17.5 35 11.5 23 
B   0-25 20.5 41 12.5 25 
B 25-50 19 38 10.5 21 
B 50-75 19 38 12 24 
C   0-25 12.5 25 7.5 15 
C 25-50 9 18 5.5 11 
C 50-75 14 28 8 16 
 
After we took the results to find the percentage of the particles as clay+silt (use 
result from 4/8 min) and clay (use result from 2/16 hrs). 
 
....................................100*)(50 =g
result % 
 
 
 
 
The next step, we bring all the samples trough the sieve size 63 mm and throw the 
particles those bigger than 63 mm in sieve and then we took the soil (smaller then  63mm) 
to the plate and put in to the oven in 105 degree overnight. 
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After that we took the samples trough the sieve size 63,125,200,500 mm order 
from the base to the top level shack it 7 min by machine after that we weight the particles 
those leave on the sieve each size so we got the result shown on the figure below. 
 
 
The particles size / percentage   
Sample  
number 
500 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
200 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
125 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
63 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
< 63 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
A   0-
25 
2.66  5.32 7.64 15.2
8 
6.77  13.54 8.20 16.4
2 
24.72 49.44 
A 25-
50 
3.10 6.2 3.10 6.2 6.98  13.96 6.08 12.1
6 
26.09 52.18 
A 50-
75 
16.9
1 
3.38
2 
16.9
1 
3.38
2 
7.22  14.44 6.10 12.2
6 
11.41 22.82 
B   0-25 2.93 5.86 2.93 5.86 5.93  11.86 4.20 8.58 28.42 56.84 
B 25-50 4.99 9.98 4.99 9.98 7.22  14.44 6.41 12.8
2 
23.06 46.12 
B 50-75 3.30 6.6 3.30 6.6 7.40 14.80 5.99 11.9
8 
25.47 50.94 
C   0-25 2.79 5.58 2.79 5.58 9.72 19.44 8.17 16.3
4 
19.26 38.52 
C 25-50 1.8 3.6 1.80 3.6 8.74  16.28 5.47  10.9
4 
14.28 34.56 
C 50-75 1.37  2.74 8.21 16.4
2 
5.16 10.32 8.45 16.9
0 
24.05 48.10 
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We determine the particles size and calculate the percentages for each sample, 
each size and got that shown on the table below. 
 
The 
particle     
size (um) 
 
 
Percentage 
of sample  
 
 
<2 
 
 
2-20 
 
 
20-63 
 
 
63-125 
 
 
125-200  
 
 
200-500 
 
 
500-2000 
A   0-25 20 13 17 16 14 15 5 
A 25-50 23 9 30 12 14 6 6 
A 50-75 23 12 34 12 15 3 3 
B   0-25 25 16 26 9 12 6 6 
B 25-50 21 17 5 13 14 10 10 
B 50-75 24 14 21 12 15 7 7 
C   0-25 15 10 28 16 19 6 6 
C 25-50 11 7 47 11 16 4 4 
C 50-75 16 12 26 17 10 16 3 
kind clay silt Fine sand coarse sand 
 
We bring all the results to put on the daisy model but we must be aware that the 
total percentage should be 100 then we will get the most preside result from the model. 
After we got all the number on the table above we go to the next step by putting 
all the data-formation on daisy model program. 
 
And the last step, we put the year to run the daisy model as the base year at least 
10 years to make simulation on the daisy model and make the output more reality then we 
got the daisy result that can show the soil water dynamic system for recently time and the 
future time as the estimation from the program. 
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5. Results 
 
After we get the tables from daisy model as below, we can choose some useful data 
from the table to make graphs in order to compare different kinds of climate data and 
then get final conclusion to answer our main question which is how climate change 
impact on soil water dynamic system of RUC agriculture field. 
In order to show all the results we want to divide them into 3 main parts, which are 
individualization, comparison between present and future, and comparison between 
different areas. 
 
 
( I ) These tables below list climate data individually for every area both present and 
future, which we get from the output from daisy modeling.  
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We input these percentages from laboratory work into daisy modeling program and 
then get the climate data for Area A both recent and future.  
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The 
particle       
size (um) 
 
 
Percentage 
of sample  
 
 
<2 
 
 
2-20 
 
 
20-63 
 
 
63-125 
 
 
125-200  
 
 
200-500 
 
 
500-2000 
A   0-25 20 13 17 16 14 15 5 
A 25-50 23 9 30 12 14 6 6 
A 50-75 23 12 34 12 15 3 3 
kind clay silt Fine sand coarse sand 
 
The table of recent climate data from Area A above shows some weather factors and 
water balance on soil for every month from 1990 to 1995. We can see clearly the amount 
of each parameter for every month. So we can’t easily find the relation between different 
water parameter on soil in each month, but also see the change in next many months in 
order to compare the variety for different months and different years.  
 
 
And the table of future climate data from Area A in next page also shows what we 
described in last paragraph.  
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We input these percentages from laboratory work into daisy modeling program and 
then get the climate data for Area B both recent and future. 
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The 
particle       
size (um) 
 
 
Percentage 
of sample  
 
 
<2 
 
 
2-20 
 
 
20-63 
 
 
63-
125 
 
 
125-
200  
 
 
200-500 
 
 
500-2000 
B   0-25 25 16 26 9 12 6 6 
B 25-50 21 17 5 13 14 10 10 
B 50-75 24 14 21 12 15 7 7 
kind clay silt Fine sand coarse sand 
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The two tables above show the recent and future climate data for Area B just like 
Area A. 
 
We input these percentages from laboratory work into daisy modeling program and 
then get the climate data in Area C both recent and future. 
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The 
particle       
size (um) 
 
 
Percentage 
of sample  
 
 
<2 
 
 
2-20 
 
 
20-63 
 
 
63-125 
 
 
125-200  
 
 
200-500 
 
 
500-2000 
C   0-25 15 10 28 16 19 6 6 
C 25-50 11 7 47 11 16 4 4 
C 50-75 16 12 26 17 10 16 3 
kind clay silt Fine sand coarse sand 
 
The two tables below show the recent and future climate data for Area C just like 
Area A and Area B. 
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(II) Different way to comparison between present and future: 
 
1) Climate differences between present and future for each area: 
 
• Climate differences with soil A (present and future) 
 
Firstly, we need make an average table for each time because it’s too complex to 
compare the relation by using tables like the previous pages.  
 
How can we make a table like below? We need use the table of recent climate data of 
Area A, calculate the average of every useful parameter for each year from 1900 to 1995 
and then list them in the same table so it’s easy to see the numbers for every year. 
 
 
 
Now we get all the data of the average for every year, but they are all numbers which 
are not intuitional for us. So we just make a graph like in next page by using Microsoft 
Excel to show these data in the table, it is much clearer to understand the variety for each 
factor from 1990 to 1995. The two graphs show the recent average of every useful 
climate factor and soil factor from 1990 to 1995 from Area A, due to the different unit we 
need separate these factors into two parts. 
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After we done the recent average for Area A, we need to deal with the future average 
for Area A, because we need use the two parts about Area A to compare the difference 
between present and future with Area A., so we make the table like in the next page by 
using the same method like recent, and then use Microsoft Excel to make two graphs to 
show the future average of every useful climate factor and soil factor from 2070 to 2075 
in Area A. Finally, we can do the comparison. 
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Error: Because of the computer there is something wrong with the year, so we need to 
change ‘average of Area A in 1990-1995’ to ‘average of Area A in 2070-2075’ in the 
table above. 
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• Climate differences with Soil B (present and future) 
 
So now we can use the same way like Area A to make the tables and graphs as 
following in order to do the comparison between present and future with Soil B. 
 
 
 
The two graphs in next page show the recent average of every useful climate 
factor and soil factor from 1990 to 1995 in Area B, due to the different unit we need 
separate these factors into two parts. 
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Error: Because of the computer there is something wrong with the year, so we need to 
change ‘average of Area B in 1990-1995’ to ‘average of Area B in 2070-2075’ in the 
table above. 
 
 
 
The two graphs below and next page show the recent average of every useful 
climate factor and soil factor from 2070 to 2075 in Area A, due to the different unit we 
need to separate these factors into two parts. So we can do the comparison now. 
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• Climate differences with Area C (present and future) 
 
So now we can use the same way like Area A and Area B to make the table and 
graphs as following in order to do the comparison between present and future with Soil C. 
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Error: Because of the computer there is something wrong with the year, so we need 
change ‘average of Area C in 1990-1995’ to ‘average of Area C in 2070-2075’ in the 
table above. 
 
The two graphs below and next page show the recent average of every useful climate 
factor and soil factor from 1990 to 1995 in Area A, due to the different unit we need 
separate these factors into two parts. So we can do the comparison now. 
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2) And these two graphs show the total average for all 3 areas for every year both recent 
and future. 
 
In order to investigate the whole field on RUC and answer our main problem how 
climate change impact on soil water dynamic system of RUC’s agriculture field, we must 
make a graph of climate data about all 3 areas both present and future to compare them.  
The first, we need to calculate the total average of each year for 3 areas by using 
the tables in last part, and list them in the same table to make the final graph like below. 
For example, we find out the three averages for A, B, C in 1990 from the tables in last 
part, and list them in the same table to calculate the total average for 3 areas in 1990. By 
using the same method to get the total average in 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, and then 
list them in the same table to make a graph which is recent average for 3 areas 1990-1995. 
And then make another graph which is future average for 3 areas 2070-2075 by the same 
way. After we get the two graphs we can easily compare the difference of total average 
for 3 areas between recent and future.  
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This graph above shows the recent average of every useful climate factor and soil 
factor from 1990 to 1995 for total average of 3 areas on RUC agriculture field. 
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This graph above shows the future average of every useful climate factor and soil 
factor from 2070 to 2075 for total average of 3 areas on RUC agriculture field. 
 
 
 
 
3) Furthermore, because we want to investigate the whole RUC’s agriculture field 
detailed so we need to show some useful graphs which given more clearly show the 
variety of each of climate factors and soil factors for every month with all 3 soils both 
recent and future so that we can easily see how every parameter changes in a whole year. 
Firstly, we need make the graphs as below; we calculate the monthly average of all 3 
areas from 1990 to 1995, and then list all the data we get on the same table. The table 
next page shows the recent average of 3 areas for every month from 1990 to 1995. 
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And then we use the same way like recent to make another table for future which 
is shown in next page. This table is the future average of 3 areas for every month from 
2070 to 2075. 
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And we also make some graphs to show the two tables above for reader 
intuitionally. Because there are so many factors about the climate and  the soil that we 
can’t make them in the same graph, so we just separate them into single graph for each 
factor, and compare the difference between present and future. So from each graph we 
can easily see the variety for every month both recent and future, and find the seasonal 
change in a whole year.  
 
We divide these factors into two main parts, one group of which are above ground 
and another are below ground. 
 
• These graphs below show climate differences with all 3 soils (present and future), 
which are above ground (including rain fall, snow fall, evapotranspiration, 
transpiration, surface pond, interception storage and  snow storage) 
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The graph above shows the change of rain fall monthly both recent and future. 
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ralationship in  snow fall
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The graph above shows the change of snow fall monthly both recent and future. 
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The graph above shows the change of evapotranspiration monthly both recent and 
future. 
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ralationship in transpiration
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The graph above shows the change of transpiration monthly both recent and future 
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Graph above shows the change of surface pond monthly both recent and future. 
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ralationship in interception storage 
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The graph above shows the change of interception storage monthly both recent and 
future. 
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ralationship in snow storage 
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The graph above shows the change of snow storage monthly both recent and future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• These graphs in next page show some climate data which are below ground 
(including evaporation of soil water, matrix infiltration, matrix percolation, root 
extraction, soil water content) 
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ralationship in evaporation of soil water
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The graph above shows the change of evaporation of soil water monthly both recent 
and future. 
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The graph on previous page shows the change of matrix infiltration monthly both 
recent and future. 
 
              
ralationship in matrix percolation 
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The graph above shows the change of matrix percolation monthly both recent and 
future. 
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ralationship in  root extraction 
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The graph above shows the change of root extraction monthly both recent and future. 
 
      
ralationship in soil water content 
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The graph above shows the change of soil water content monthly both recent and 
future. 
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(III) Soil differences in A, B, C both present and future. 
 
Finally due to the different location of the three holes we want to investigate the 
soil differences in A, B, C.  
Area A is on the plane ground and near the tree, B is on the slope ground and near 
the tree, area C is on the slope ground near nothing, there must be some differences in 
soil factors. So we just want to compare the three areas both present and future. 
 
 
1) Soil differences with present climate (A, B, C) 
 
Firstly, we need set the table. We add all numbers for each parameter in A, B, C and 
list them in the same table as below, then calculate the average of sum for all 3 areas. 
  
 
 
 
And then we make a graph to show the table above more clearly. The graph in next 
page shows the recent sum and total average for 3 areas, it’s so easy to compare the 
difference between the three areas. And because some parameters’ units aren’t the same, 
so we make twoY-axis which are mm/m and mm. 
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2) Soil differences with future climate (A, B, C) 
 
We use the same way as recent to make a table for future which is shown below. 
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The graph below shows the future sum and total average for 3 areas, so we can easily 
compare the difference between the three areas. 
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And finally, we would like to show a temperature graph from 1850 to 2100, which 
isn’t made by us but we think it’s relative to our climate data which we get from daisy 
model, and the temperature data isn’t shown in daisy model. 
 
 
               http://www.grida.no/climate/vital/23.htm 
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6. Discussion 
 
 
We also divide the result into 3 main parts to discuss in order to answer the final 
question how climate change impact on soil water dynamic system of RUC’s agriculture 
field. 
 
a) Discussion about daisy result of every area individually both present 
and future time. 
 
From the theory which we talked about, we can understand some relations 
between weather and water dynamic in soil. So we can just use these theories and 
relations to discuss the special feature for every area individually both recent and future 
time and also can see the variety for each factor monthly, seasonal and yearly. 
 
The discussion on recently climate data in Area A(the first part of Result). There 
are so many factors impact on Area A, so we divide them into two parts, one is climate 
change data and another one is soil water system data, and then compare them to see 
what happened with each other. 
 
The daisy output from the table that able to see the rain fall happens almost all 
year such as in autumn and some summer months there is the biggest value, the meaning 
from this result happened we can say the soil will have more water storage that show as 
the equation below 
P+R1-R2+Rg-Es-Ts-I= ∆Ss 
 
 In autumn or a short period of summer the rain often falls and in other time the 
rain falls only happened a little sometimes. We can also see  the snow fall happen only 
several months during the winter that means the extra percolation from snow pact not 
much. For the yearly change of precipitation (both rainfall and snowfall), we can see in 
the year 1992 is a special year. In this year there is less rainfall and snowfall than the 
other years that mean less precipitation from surface of the earth , from this circumstance 
can tell us that maybe the water storage on the earth’s surface is less than normal as well. 
 
Soil water system data: According to the theories and relation between climate 
change and soil water system, the change of precipitation must impact the soil water 
system in Area A. The process like that after rain or snow fall onto the earth, some water 
will be evaporated directly back to air, some water will remain on the surface of the 
ground and infiltrate into soil or form a ponded water on surface. The water that 
infiltrates into the soil will be absorbed by soil or go on infiltrating to form underground 
water. The water remained in soil will be absorbed by root of plants and then goes to 
transpiration, but the root can also extract some water back to soil. And the water 
remaining in soil will be also evaporated into air. After we realize these relations about 
soil water system, now we can talk about how climate change impact on soil water 
system.  
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From last paragraph we have known some information about climate change in 
Area A that the rainfall almost happens all year, so we can say there must be some water 
fall onto the surface of the earth all year and in winter snow fall can happen so that more 
water will fall onto the surface. And the evapotranspiration will happen all year as well.  
 
Because of the difference in precipitation for each month and the difference in 
evapotranspiration due to the temperature, the water remained on the surface of the 
ground after evapotranspiration must be different in different months. From last 
paragraph we have known that in Area A in autumn or a short period of summer the 
rainfall often happens and can reach the highest value in a year, so there must be the most 
water falling onto ground. And because of the temperature is highest in summer so the 
evapotranspiration can reach the highest value at this time in a year. Now we can 
calculate the amount of water which can remain on the surface by using this equation:  
 
Precipitation – Evapotranspiration = Remaining water 
 
Finally we get the conclusion that there is less remaining water in summer and 
more water in the end of autumn and the beginning of winter just like the table shows.  
 
Next step, we can follow the process to investigate the other factors on soil water 
dynamic system. Because of the remaining water is the most in the end of autumn and the 
beginning of winter, so during this period there must be the most water infiltration into 
the soil and the value of soil water content can reach the highest value in a year and the 
water left on surface can form interception storage. 
 By contrast, in summer there is least remaining water infiltrate into soil and the 
transpiration of plants can go highest due to that the root will absorb most water from soil. 
In additional, the evaporation of soil water will be the most in a year, so that the soil 
water content will be the least in a year. And the snow fall can only happen in winter, it 
can form snow storage when the temperature is low, and can melt and evaporate when the 
temperature is high. It can’t impact the soil water system so much in Area A, because 
there isn’t so much water containing in the snow. 
 
The discussion on the daisy output of future from Area A. From this table we can 
find some strange differences from recent daisy output from Area A, maybe there are 
some errors in computer or it must happen in the future, but we just go on by using our 
theory to explain them by the information from the table. The future rainfall almost 
happens all year and there is the highest value in winter or spring.  
The future evapotranspiration almost happens all year and there is the highest 
value in summer. So we can calculate out the remaining water is the most in spring and 
the least in summer. By the effect of them the other factors of soil water system will 
follow this way to go high or go low. And the snow fall almost happens in winter just like 
recent daisy output of Area A. 
 
Because the recent/future daisy output from Area B and C are almost the same as 
recent/future daisy output from Area A, so the discussion is the same also in these areas. 
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b) Comparison between present and future 
 
• Average of every year between present and future for each area. 
 
The comparison between recent and future by yearly in Area A, we can easily find the 
difference from the two graphs. The difference is that the future rainfall is more than 
recent rainfall and the future evapotranpiration is also more than recent 
evapotranspiration. But the other future factors about soil water system are almost same 
as recent, so we think that if both rainfall and evapotranspiration increase at same time in 
the future, they can’t impact the other factors about soil water system. 
 
The comparisons between recent and future by yearly in Area B or C are almost the same 
as Area A. 
 
• Average of every year between present and future for all 3 areas. 
 
In order to investigate the whole field on RUC and answer our main problem that 
how climate change impact on soil water dynamic system of RUC agriculture field, we 
must compare the two graphs of climate data about all 3 areas between present and future. 
 
Soil texture from 3 areas is similar so if we calculate out the total average for 
these 3 areas, we just get the similar number as each area. Hence, we can get the same 
conclusion. 
  
• Average of every month between present and future for all 3 areas. 
 
The comparison between recent and future by monthly for all 3 areas, we can 
easily find the difference from these graphs. As we mentioned in the first part of 
discussion, the highest value of future rainfall is in winter or spring rather than in autumn 
or summer as recent. So because of this reason most factors of future soil water system 
will change the same way as each area. 
 
c) Comparison between different soil areas 
 
• Present 
 
Due to the different locations for 3 areas, A is on the plane ground and near the 
tree, B is on the slope ground and near the tree, C is on the slope ground and near nothing 
that means the water will influence by root uptake on the area close to the threes. 
From the graph of recent sum and average for 3 areas, we can easily find most of 
parameters for 3 areas are the same except the soil water content of C, because it is lower 
than the other two areas.  
 
We have some our own reasons to answer the difference: 
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1) The area C is located on the slope ground, due to the gravity of the earth some soil 
water will flow from high level to low level and finally go away from the right 
position. 
 
2) Both Area B and Area C are located on the slope ground, but Area B is near a tree 
and Area C is near nothing. So we think the root of the tree can absorb and extract 
some water in order to keep the water remaining in the soil. 
 
The theory to support our reason above is the Darcy’s law  
 
{Darcy's law is a simple proportional relationship between the instantaneous discharge 
rate through a porous medium, the viscosity of the fluid and the pressure drop over a . 
given distance}                           
 
 all take from Darcy ‘s law from  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darcy's_law 
and also support by gravity law that means water will flow perpendicular with the 
horizon. 
 
 
• Future 
The future difference in the 3 areas is the same as recent which we have discussed in 
previous pages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
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Now from the discussion for the results we can make the final conclusion to answer 
our problem formulation which is how does climate change impact on the soil water 
dynamic system of RUC’s agriculture field. 
 
For individual area (the three areas are almost the same that represent these three 
areas have the same soil texture): In recent time, because the precipitation can reach the 
highest value in autumn or in summer, so finally they cause infiltration, soil water content, 
interception storage increase in the end of autumn and the beginning of winter and cause 
transpiration, root extraction, evaporation of soil water increase but soil water content 
decrease in summer. 
In future time, because the precipitation can reach the highest value in winter or 
spring and the evapotranspiration can reach the highest value in summer, so finally they 
cause infiltration, soil water content, and interception storage increase in spring and cause 
transpiration, root extraction, evaporation of soil water increase but soil water content 
decrease in summer. 
 For yearly comparison between present and future: In the future time both rainfall 
and evapotranspiration increases at the same time, but the other factors of soil water 
system are still the same as recent. So we think if rainfall and evapotranspiration increase 
together, they can’t impact the change of the other factors.  
 
For monthly comparison between present and future: It is just like the condition of 
individual area as the table shown below. 
 
 
For comparison between different soil areas: The reason why the soil water 
content of C is less than Area A and B is that Area C is located on the ground slope so the 
soil water flows by the gravity of the earth, and Area C isn’t near the trees area so this 
area didn’t any factors influence as the root uptake that can remain water in the soil.  
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9. Appendix 
 
a) Basic result from field work 
 
 
Table 1 
 
 
Soil sample depth texture Organic matter stone Remarks 
  0-25 7.5YR  3/2 Yes no  
25-50 2.5Y    7/6 Yes Yes  
      
        A  
50-75 2.5Y    3/2 Yes Yes  
  0-25 10YR   3/2 No No  
25-50 2.5Y    5/6 No No  
       
        B 
50-75 2.5Y    7/6 No No  
 0-25 10YR   2/1 Yes Yes  
25-50 7.5YR2.5/1 Yes Yes  
         
        C 
50-75 7.5YR  3/2 yes Yes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 
 
The 
samples(cm) 
Soil weight(g) The particles in the soil samples are 
smaller than 200um 
    A  0-25 634.82 66.61 
A 25—50 290.29 50.54 
    A 50-75 245.68 76.80 
    B    0-25 322.42 140.49 
B 25-50 524 175.51 
B 50-75 463 134.73 
C 0--25 356.36 36.42 
C 25--50 350.06 32.90 
C 50--75 419.72 29.47 
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Table 3 
 
 
Time  
(to measurement after mixed up-down maximum 1 min for each 
measuring-time) 
 
sample 
number 
4 min 8 min 2 hours 16 hours 
A 0-25 17 15.5 11.5 8.5 
A 25-50 19.5 18 12.5 9 
A 50-75 18 18 12.5 10 
B 0-25 21 20 13.5 11 
B 25-50 19 16.5 11.5 8 
B 50-75 19.5 19.5 13.5 8 
C 0-25 13 12.5 8 6 
C 25-50 9.5 9 6 4 
C  50-75 14.5 14.5 9 6 
Blind 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Temperature  23.5 25 25.5 25 
 
 
 
Table 4 
 
The particles content result 
 
The sample number 4/8 min (%) 
Clay + silt 
2/16 hours (%) 
clay 
A   0-25 16.5 33 10 20 
A 25-50 19 32 11.5 23 
A 50-75 17.5 35 11.5 23 
B   0-25 20.5 41 12.5 25 
B 25-50 19 38 10.5 21 
B 50-75 19 38 12 24 
C   0-25 12.5 25 7.5 15 
C 25-50 9 18 5.5 11 
C 50-75 14 28 8 16 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5 
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The particles size / percentage   
Sample  
number 
500 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
200 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
125 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
63 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
< 63 
um 
(g) 
 
(%) 
A   0-
25 
2.66  5.32 7.64 15.2
8 
6.77  13.54 8.20 16.4
2 
24.72 49.44 
A 25-
50 
3.10 6.2 3.10 6.2 6.98  13.96 6.08 12.1
6 
26.09 52.18 
A 50-
75 
16.9
1 
3.38
2 
16.9
1 
3.38
2 
7.22  14.44 6.10 12.2
6 
11.41 22.82 
B   0-25 2.93 5.86 2.93 5.86 5.93  11.86 4.20 8.58 28.42 56.84 
B 25-50 4.99 9.98 4.99 9.98 7.22  14.44 6.41 12.8
2 
23.06 46.12 
B 50-75 3.30 6.6 3.30 6.6 7.40 14.80 5.99 11.9
8 
25.47 50.94 
C   0-25 2.79 5.58 2.79 5.58 9.72 19.44 8.17 16.3
4 
19.26 38.52 
C 25-50 1.8 3.6 1.80 3.6 8.74  16.28 5.47  10.9
4 
14.28 34.56 
C 50-75 1.37  2.74 8.21 16.4
2 
5.16 10.32 8.45 16.9
0 
24.05 48.10 
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Table 6 
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Table 7 
